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SicilyThis research aims at characterizing susceptibility conditions to gully erosion by means of GIS and multivariate
statistical analysis. The study area is a 9.5 km2 river catchment in central-northern Sicily, where agriculture ac-
tivities are limited by intense erosion. By means of field surveys and interpretation of aerial images, we prepared
a digitalmap of the spatial distribution of 260 gullies in the study area. In addition, from available thematicmaps,
a 5 m cell size digital elevationmodel and field checks, we derived 27 environmental attributes that describe the
variability of lithology, land use, topography and road position. These attributes were selected for their potential
influence on erosion processes, while the dependent variable was given by presence or absence of gullies within
two different types of mapping units: 5 m grid cells and slope units (average size = 2.66 ha). The functional re-
lationships between gully occurrence and the controlling factors were obtained from forward stepwise logistic
regression to calculate the probability to host a gully for eachmapping unit. In order to train and test the predictive
models, three calibration and three validation subsets, of both grid cells and slope units, were randomly selected.
Results of validation, based on ROC (receiving operating characteristic) curves, attest for acceptable to excellent
accuracies of the models, showing better predictive skill and more stable performance of the susceptibility
model based on grid cells.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Soil erosion by water is considered one of the major causes of land
degradation in a wide range of environments (UNEP, 1994; Valentin
et al., 2005; Zucca et al., 2006; Bou Kheir et al., 2007). In light of this,
over the past decades, a large number of investigations have been car-
ried out aiming at developing and testing methods for the evaluation
of soil erosion processes. Most of these methods exploit an empirical
or physically-based approach to quantitatively assess, at the plot scale,
soil volumes eroded by rill and interrill processes. However, recent re-
search (Poesen et al., 1996, 2002; Li et al., 2003; Valcárcel et al., 2003;
Nyssen et al., 2008) highlighted that if the objective of a study is the
assessment of water erosion on a drainage basin, the investigator has
to also consider the contribution of gully erosion, which increases
with the extension of the area, producing from 10% up to 94% of the
total erosion (Poesen et al., 2003).
A gully is usually defined as a deep channel eroded by concentrated
flow of water, removing upland soil and parent material, that is too big
to be obliterated by normal tillage operations (USDA-SCS, 1966). Gullies
are only intermittently occupied by water and are most likely to occur+39 0916169908.
scenti).
ights reserved.on unconsolidated slope deposits, weak shales and weathered soils
(Imeson and Kwaad, 1980). They typically present a rectangular or
V-shaped cross-section and a steep headcut which migrates upslope
as a consequence of the erosion produced by overland flow, sub-surface
piping and/or mass wasting processes (Bull and Kirkby, 1997; Kirkby
and Bracken, 2009). A gully remains or grows when channel processes
evacuate all material from upstream, any sediments eroded from
head-cut and channel bottom, and material derived from the collapse
of gully walls (Kirkby and Bracken, 2009). All the material can be deliv-
ered to river systems aggravating off-site effects of water erosion
(Poesen et al., 2003).
In the 1980s, the term ephemeral gully was introduced to indicate
smaller erosion channels scoured by concentrated overland flow that
can be obliterated by normal tillage operations (Foster, 1986; Laflen
et al., 1986). They are smaller than classical gullies but larger than rills.
Unlike rills, ephemeral gullies recur in the same location each season
and are strongly controlled by landscape configuration (Di Stefano
and Ferro, 2011). Linear features of the landscape, where water flow
concentrates, both natural (thalwegs of zero order basins or hollows)
or anthropogenic (e.g. tractor tracks, parcel borders, access roads),
may be suitable for hosting ephemeral gullies (Poesen, 1993). In the
Mediterranean landscape, classical or permanent gullies usually devel-
op in abandoned agricultural fields, rangelands or shrublands, while
Table 1
Scale of the analysis, size of the study area and methods adopted in the studies cited, to
predict the spatial distribution of gullies. CART: classification and regression trees;
MARS: multivariate adaptive regression splines. aaverage size of the 54 studied farms.
Article Scale Size Methods
Akgün and Türk (2011) Regional 424 km2 Logistic regression
Bou Kheir et al. (2007) Regional 676 km2 CART
Chaplot et al. (2005) Catchment 0.62 km2 Linear regression
Conforti et al. (2010) Catchment 30 km2 Information value
Conoscenti et al. (2008) Catchment 225 km2 Conditional analysis
Conoscenti et al. (2013) Catchment 250 km2 Conditional analysis
Geissen et al. (2007) Regional 3500 km2 CART
Gómez Gutiérrez et al.
(2009a)
Farm 26.4 haa MARS
Gómez Gutiérrez et al. (2009c) Farm 26.4 haa MARS; CART
Hughes et al. (2001) Continental 1.7 × 106 km2 Gully density
Lucà et al. (2011) Catchment 30 km2 Information value;
logistic regression
Magliulo (2010, 2012) Catchment 10.5 km2 Conditional analysis
Märker et al. (2011) Catchment 42 km2 CART
Meyer and Martínez-
Casasnovas (1999)
Vineyard
parcel
Not reported Logistic regression
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they are erased by tillage operations (Poesen et al., 2002).
The size transition from rills to ephemeral gullies and then to classical
gullies does not have clear limits. Even the boundary between a perma-
nent gully and a river channel is very vague (Poesen et al., 2003). Imeson
and Kwaad (1980) propose aminimumdepth of 50 cm for classifying an
erosion channel as a gully, although they admit the subjectivity of this
criteria and state that a more clear distinction between rills and gullies
can bemadewhen considering their behaviour. Poesen (1993) separates
(ephemeral) gullies from rills by a adopting a critical cross-sectional area
of 929 cm2, a size threshold knownas square foot criterionwhichwas for-
merly used by Hauge (1977).
Gullies occur when a geomorphologic threshold is exceeded due to
an increase in water flow erosivity and/or sediment erodibility (Patton
and Schumm, 1975; Imeson and Kwaad, 1980; Poesen et al., 2003;
Martínez-Casasnovas et al., 2004; Valentin et al., 2005; Zucca et al.,
2006; Gómez Gutiérrez et al., 2011; Torri et al., 2012a). Environmental
factors controlling critical conditions for gully development are mainly
related to rainfall, topography, soil, lithology and land use. Rainfall tem-
poral distribution influences runoff hydraulics and soil moisture: the
former regulates flow erosivity while the latter before rainfall events in-
fluences both generation of runoff (Descroix et al., 2002; Castillo et al.,
2003; Capra et al., 2012) and soil resistance to erosion (Bocco, 1991;
Nachtergaele et al., 2002; Poesen et al., 2003; Torri et al., 2006; Bou
Kheir et al., 2007;Magliulo, 2012; Torri et al., 2012b). Volume andveloc-
ity of concentrated floware controlled by topographic attributes such as
contributing drainage area, slope curvature and slope steepness (Moore
et al., 1988; Vandekerckhove et al., 1998, 2000a; Poesen et al., 2003;
Valentin et al., 2005; Zucca et al., 2006; Gómez Gutiérrez et al., 2009a,
b; Kakembo et al., 2009; Nazari Samani et al., 2009; Capra et al., 2012;
Svoray et al., 2012; Chaplot, 2013; Conoscenti et al., 2013). Depth and
cross-sectional morphology of gullies are regulated by erodibility of soil
horizons (Ireland et al., 1939; Imeson and Kwaad, 1980; Poesen et al.,
2003) and characteristics of geological substrata (Vandekerckhove
et al., 2000a; Zucca et al., 2006; Conoscenti et al., 2008; Conforti et al.,
2010; Lucà et al., 2011; Marzolff et al., 2011; El Maaoui et al., 2012).
Moreover, soil properties influence sub-surface flow and occurrence of
piping phenomena, which can generate gullies when roofs of pipes col-
lapse (Bocco, 1991; Bull and Kirkby, 1997; Bryan and Jones, 2000;
Martínez-Casasnovas et al., 2004; Valentin et al., 2005; Pulice et al.,
2012). Several studies have documented increases of gully erosion
rates caused by land cover changes (Poesen et al., 2003 and references
therein) and/or intensification of farming systems (Valentin et al., 2005
and references therein). In the Mediterranean landscape, expansion of
pastures is often reported as one of the main drivers of gully erosion
(Zucca et al., 2006; Gómez Gutiérrez et al., 2009b). The latter can also
be enhanced by roads that intercept and concentrate overland flow,
draining it on downstream slopes (Jungerius et al., 2002; Nyssen et al.,
2002; Takken et al., 2008; Svoray and Markovitch, 2009).
In contrast to the significant contribution of gullies to total erosion
on watersheds, which is particularly relevant in the Mediterranean re-
gion (Vandekerckhove et al., 1998, 2000b; Capra et al., 2012), few
models have been developed for quantifying the effects of this phenom-
enon (Poesen et al., 2003). Among these are the following physically
basedmodels: CREAMS (chemicals, runoff and erosion from agricultur-
almanagement systems; Knisel, 1980), EGEM (ephemeral gully erosion
model; Merkel et al., 1988; Woodward, 1999), the method developed
by Sidorchuk (1999) and the routine for linear erosion of the WEPP
(water erosion prediction project; Flanagan and Nearing, 1995). These
models, which require input parameters that are usually not available
and/or difficult to assess, have rarely been thoroughly tested. In fact,
the problematic nature of a physically based approach led the investiga-
tors to prefer simple empirical models for the evaluation of gully
erosion. Recent articles reported that reliable estimations of ephemeral
gully volumes can be simply obtained by assessing their lengths, while
weak predictions are provided by the EGEM (Nachtergaele et al., 2001a,b; Capra et al., 2005). Further investigations confirmed that empirical
relationships between eroded volume and channel length can be
established for linear erosional landforms of different sizes including
rills, ephemeral and permanent gullies, and badland channels (Bruno
et al., 2008; Capra et al., 2009; Di Stefano and Ferro, 2011; Kompani-
Zare et al., 2011; Caraballo-Arias et al., 2013; El Maaoui et al., 2012).
The above cited models do not predict spatial distribution of gullies,
which is an important factor for planning erosion-control practices and
for assessing the impact of environmental changes on the occurrence
and location of gullies (Poesen et al., 2003). In this sense, an important
contribution is given by several investigations focusing on the assess-
ment of a topographic threshold that has to be exceeded for the initia-
tion of a gully (Montgomery and Dietrich, 1992; Desmet et al., 1999;
Kakembo et al., 2009; Nazari Samani et al., 2009; Svoray et al., 2012).
Moreover, a suitable choice for predicting the location of gullies is the
adoption of an inferential approach that allows an investigator to assess
the spatial probability of gully occurrence within a given area, on the
basis of statistical relationships established between environmental
controlling variables and the spatial distribution of gullies. Hence, the
calculated probability values can be used to generate maps of gully
erosion susceptibility, showing how proneness to this phenomenon
changes spatially. Different statistical methods have been recently
adopted to predict spatial distribution of gully erosion on various
spatial scales (see Table 1), from the field scale to the continental
scale (Meyer and Martínez-Casasnovas, 1999; Hughes et al., 2001;
Chaplot et al., 2005; Bou Kheir et al., 2007; Geissen et al., 2007;
Conoscenti et al., 2008; Gómez Gutiérrez et al., 2009a; Conforti et al.,
2010; Magliulo, 2010; Akgün and Türk, 2011; Lucà et al., 2011;
Märker et al., 2011; Magliulo, 2012; Conoscenti et al., 2013).
Themain objectives of this study are: i) analysing the environmental
conditions determining the occurrence of gully erosion in the test area;
ii) assessing the capability of logistic regression analyses to predict gully
erosion susceptibility; iii) exploring the behaviour of the susceptibility
models when trained and tested on different types of mapping units;
and iv) evaluating the robustness of the predictive performance of the
models when the learning and validation samples are altered. The ex-
periment was carried out in a small basin of central-northern Sicily,
which extends for 9.5 km2 and is affected by intense erosion. Logistic re-
gression was selected as the multivariate statistical method for
assessing gully erosion susceptibility because of the following reasons:
i) it can work with a variety of types of independent variables such as
categorical, binary, ordinal or continuous; ii) it is free of data distribu-
tion constraints (Bai et al., 2010); iii) it is also robust when input data
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as often happens when dealing with environmental attributes; and iv)
only a few studies have tested logistic regression for assessing gully
erosion susceptibility (Meyer and Martínez-Casasnovas, 1999; Akgün
and Türk, 2011; Lucà et al., 2011) and further investigations are needed.
2. Materials and methods
In this study, susceptibility to gully erosion was evaluated starting
from the evidence of this phenomenon, i.e. the spatial distribution of
gullies, following a principle widely adopted in geomorphology when
reliable physicalmodels are not available and processes are notwell un-
derstood (Imeson and Kwaad, 1980).
In order to achieve the spatial variability of gully erosion susceptibility,
a GIS database of gullies and controlling variables was generated. Hence,
logistic regression analyses were carried out to obtain probability values
of gully occurrence on two different types of mapping units for
partitioning the study area: grid cells and slope units. The statistical
modelling allowed us to define susceptibility conditions to gully erosion
for the entire basin and generate susceptibility maps, by assigning to
each mapping unit a value of probability to host a gully in the future.
Validation procedures were adopted to evaluate the quality (i.e. reli-
ability, robustness, degree of fitting and prediction skill) of the suscep-
tibility models.
2.1. Study area
The study area is the watershed of the San Giorgio River. In terms of
geological and geomorphological characteristics, this area can be con-
sidered representative of the Sicilian Apennines mainly underlain by
clay deposits.
The basin is located in amountainous sector of central-northern Sic-
ily and extends for approximately 9.5 km2, ranging in elevation from
585 to 1020 m a.s.l. with an average of 770 m a.s.l. (Fig. 1). The land-
scape is smooth and rounded, as testified by a mean slope angle of 11°
with a standard deviation of 4.2° (Fig. 2a). The climate of this sector of
Sicily belongs to the Mediterranean type, characterized by wet and
mild winter periods and hot and dry summers. Rainfalls, whose mean
annual value is approximately 700 mm, mainly concentrate in a few
days in winter, while the summer period is characterized by almost
drought conditions.Fig. 1. Hillshaded DEM and loThe area is characterized by wide outcropping of clay sediments,
ranging from Upper Cretaceous to Lower Messinian in age, that occupy
almost 90% of the total surface (Fig. 2b). These deposits give rise to gentle
slopes, only interrupted by morphological steps, where less erodible
rocks, given by conglomerates (Upper Tortonian-Lower Messinian),
gypsum (Messinian) and sandstones (Lower Messinian), crop out.
The slopes of the basin are affected by shallow rotational or transla-
tional slides, earth flows and complex landslides, in addition to severe
water erosion; the effects of the latter are particularly evident on clay
outcroppings, where they cut some “calanchi” landforms (Phillips, 1998;
Moretti and Rodolfi, 2000) and a number of gullies. These processes
strongly affect the soils of the area, which are generally thin and weakly
developed (mainly regosols and cambisols), with fine-medium texture
(Fierotti, 1988).
Since agriculture activities occur in almost the entire area (see land
use map of Fig. 2c), soil loss caused by water erosion results in a signif-
icant economic damage for the inhabitants. Moreover, the effects of soil
loss on farmlands are also enhanced if the effective measures of erosion
control by local farmers are lacking.2.2. Dependent and independent variables
2.2.1. Inventory of gullies
The first step of the research was the mapping of the gullies in the
San Giorgio River basin. The preparation of an inventory of landforms
is a key step in geomorphological susceptibility mapping based on sto-
chasticmodelling. The analysis of high-resolution (0.25 m)orthophotos
taken in 2007 and field surveys carried out in 2010 allowed us to map
260 gullies (Fig. 3a).
In the San Giorgio river basin, gullies are relatively small, with
lengths from a few to ca. 500 m and a maximum depth of ca. 2 m.
Their cross-section is generally U-shaped although V-shaped channels
can also be found (Fig. 3b–f), while their plan form is mostly linear
(Ireland et al., 1939). Due to the shallow depth of soils, most of the
gullies cut into the underlying bedrock.
Mapped gullies aremainly formed by concentrated runoff. However,
subsurfaceflowplays a secondary role as suggested by the low frequency
of piping. Gulliesmainly occur onmoderately steep slopes of valley sides,
often starting at the middle slope portions, where overland flow con-
centrates. In most cases, gullies are connected to the river network,
facilitating the evacuation of the material eroded from upland areas.cation of the study area.
Fig. 2.Maps of slope angle (a), bedrock lithology (b) and land use (c).
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derlain by clay sediments. Sometimes gullies start close to the artificial
drain outlets of roads, where runoff is concentrated and directed onto
the downstream cultivated fields. Also unpaved access roads, tractor
ruts and parcel borders, when downslope-oriented, are occasionally
suitable for gully development. In addition, some gully head-cuts were
observed on thedepletion zones of shallow landslides,where sediments
are poorly consolidated and concavity of topography favours concentra-
tion of runoff. Ephemeral gullies affecting cultivated parcels may be
filled with sediments taken from adjacent areas and levelled by tillage
operations, but they usually occur again in the same position during
the following rainy season.
Once mapping of the gullies was completed, their spatial distribu-
tionwas coded as presence or absence of landformswithin themappingFig. 3.Map of the observed gullies (a) and pictunits. This binary informationwas used as the dependent variable in the
statistical analysis.
2.2.2. Mapping units
The selection of suitable mapping units is a key step in modelling the
spatial occurrence of geomorphological processes and related landforms.
A mapping unit is a portion of the landscape whose boundaries maxi-
mize internal homogeneity and between-units heterogeneity, in relation
to a set of environmental conditions (Guzzetti et al., 1999). To these
units, a value/class of each independent variable and a susceptibility
level is assigned. Different types of mapping units have been proposed
to partition the land surface for GIS analysis (Carrara et al., 1995; Baeza
et al., 2009). Among these, the terrain mapping units are identified by
analysing aerial photographs and field surveys, in a way that each unitures of some of the mapped gullies (b–f).
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(Meijerink, 1988). Another type, the slope units, represents hydrological
regions between drainage and divide lines, automatically derived from
high quality DEMs, which may correspond to a sub-basin or one of the
left and right sides (Guzzetti et al., 1999). Such a method was adopted
by Meyer and Martínez-Casasnovas (1999), who predicted the occur-
rence of gullies in vineyards of north-east Spain by using sub-basins as
elementary sampling units. However, the increasing resolution of digital
elevation models (DEMs), available at various scales, stimulated the
investigators to adopt grid cells of the same size of the DEM pixels as
mapping units for the spatial prediction of water erosion processes
(see Bou Kheir et al., 2007; Conoscenti et al., 2008; Gómez Gutiérrez
et al., 2009a,b; Conforti et al., 2010; Magliulo, 2010; Akgün and Türk,
2011; Lucà et al., 2011; Märker et al., 2011; Magliulo, 2012; Conoscenti
et al., 2013). In this study, we analysed the susceptibility conditions to
gully erosion by using, as mapping units, grid cell units (CLUs) and
slope units (SLUs): the CLUs simply correspond to the 5 × 5 m pixels
of the DEM available for the investigated area. The SLUs were delimited
by applying the ArcGIS 9.3 watershed function (ESRI, 2008); the outlet
of each channel in the San Giorgio river network was used to derive
sub-basins, and each basin was divided into two parts: the left and
right sides. According to these two partitioning criteria, the study area
was subdivided in 376,099 5 × 5 mCLUs and 353 SLUs, the latter having
an average over 2.66 ha. The intention of exploiting the maximum pos-
sible resolution of topography led us to use the CLUs, while the SLUs
were chosen in order to explore the behaviour of the susceptibility
models in relation to the natural limits of overland flow.
2.2.3. Controlling factors
The CLUs and the SLUs covering the study area were assigned with
the values of a set of environmental attributes, in addition to the binary
response (i.e. presence or absence of a gully) of the dependent variable.Table 2
Independent explanatory variables and methods adopted for their calculation. Mean and stand
Independent variables
Categorical variables
Bedrock lithology Clay LTL_clay
Conglomerate LTL_cong
Gypsum LTL_gyps
Sandstone LTL_sand
Land use Arable lands USE_arab
Permanent crops USE_crop
Pastures USE_past
Slope aspect North ASP_N
North-East ASP_NE
East ASP_E
South-East ASP_SE
South ASP_S
South-West ASP_SW
West ASP_W
North-West ASP_NW
Continuous variables Attribute values
Mean
Elevation [m asl] ELE Cell value 767.7
Elevation range [m asl] ELR – –
Slope angle [°] STP Cell value 11.09
Plan curvature [rad−1] PLC Cell value −0.028
Profile curvature [rad−1] PRC Cell value −0.064
Stream power index [m] SPI Cell value 1.005
Topographic wetness index [m] TWI Cell value 6.518
Length–slope factor LSF Cell value 2.301
Topographic position index [m] TPI Cell value −0.047
Distance from roads [m] DFR Cell value 115.0
Road network length [m] RNL – –
Flow distance
to river network [m]
FDR Cell value 194.1The explanatory variableswere selected in order to reproduce the erod-
ibility of outcroppingmaterials, the erosivity of overland flow, the influ-
ence on erosion processes of topographic position and the effects of the
river and road networks. Due to the small size of the study area, climatic
conditions have been considered homogeneous and, as a consequence,
no climatic attributes were used to build the predictive models.
The dataset of the predictor variables consists of 24 attributes de-
fined for both the CLUs and SLUs (Table 2). For the CLUs, the values of
the attributes were derived directly from the raster layers that were
generated for each of the factors; for the SLUs, the environmental pa-
rameters were calculated by applying zonal statistics to the cells falling
inside each mapping unit.
The effects of terrain erodibility conditions on thedistribution of ero-
sion phenomenawere explored by analysing the spatial pattern of bed-
rock lithology, land use and slope aspect. While the first two attributes
are widely recognized as having a direct control on water erosion,
slope aspect could have a potential indirect effect, given its relation
with vegetation distribution and geo-structural conditions. Bedrock li-
thology and land use were derived from a 1:50,000 geological map
(Abate et al., 1988) and CORINE land cover 2000 (scale = 1:250,000),
in addition to field surveys and analysis of the same orthophotos used
to map the gullies; the compass direction of slope was automatically
generated as a grid layer from the DEM, reclassifying its values in
eight categorical intervals. For the statistical analysis, an explanatory
variable was derived from each class of lithology, land use and aspect.
For the CLUs, these variables were defined by binary values (i.e. 1 for
cells where the class occurs, and 0 for cells where it does not), while
the relative frequency of each class computedwas assigned to each SLU.
The erosive power of runoff, in terms of potential discharge, flow ve-
locity and transport capacity, was modelled by means of four primary
topographic attributes (elevation range, slope angle, plan and profile
curvature) and three secondary ones (streampower index, topographicard deviation values of continuous variables are shown.
Cell units (CLUs) Slope units (SLUs)
Attribute values Attribute values
Binary response [0,1] Class relative frequency
Binary response [0,1] Class relative frequency
Binary response [0,1] Class relative frequency
Binary response [0,1] Class relative frequency
Binary response [0,1] Class relative frequency
Binary response [0,1] Class relative frequency
Binary response [0,1] Class relative frequency
Binary response [0,1] Class relative frequency
Binary response [0,1] Class relative frequency
Binary response [0,1] Class relative frequency
Binary response [0,1] Class relative frequency
Binary response [0,1] Class relative frequency
Binary response [0,1] Class relative frequency
Binary response [0,1] Class relative frequency
Binary response [0,1] Class relative frequency
Attribute values
Std.dev. Mean Std.dev.
78.3 Mean value 764.6 76.3
– range 66.6 27.4
4.65 Mean value 11.13 2.43
0.513 Mean value 0.007 0.062
0.547 Mean value 0.018 0.058
1.260 Mean value 1.032 0.165
0.860 Mean value 6.556 0.261
5.036 Mean value 3.015 0.853
3.019 Mean value −0.146 0.860
92.1 – – –
– Total road length 89.9 127.9
137.1 Maximum value 396.3 146.0
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DEM; a morphodynamic interpretation of these attributes is given in
Wilson and Gallant (2000).
In order to explore the influence of topographic position, both in ab-
solute and relative terms, elevation and the topographic position index
(TPI) were considered, respectively. TPI (Weiss, 2001) represents the
erosion/accumulation capacity of terrain as it expresses a quantitative
relation between the elevation of a cell and those of the surrounding
cells; the index was computed for each cell by using the algorithm of
Jenness (2006) and selecting a buffer of 100 m to identify the
neighbouring cells.
The potential effects of road and river networks, derived from
1:10,000 scale topographic maps, on gully erosion were investigated
for the CLUs, by calculating the distance from the closest road segment
and the flow distance to the river network; the latter attribute (Fig. 4)
was computed by using the module of SAGA GIS (Olaya, 2004) “over-
land flow distances to channel network” and selecting the algorithm
“multiple flow direction”. The total length of roads and the maximum
value of flow distance to river network, calculated within each slope
unit, were also considered as explanatory variables for the presence or
absence of gullies.
2.3. Logistic regression analysis and model accuracy evaluation
Multivariate statistical analyses have been commonly adopted in
recent years for mapping susceptibility to landslides and water erosion.
Among these techniques, logistic regression analysis (cf. Hosmer and
Lemeshow, 2000) is one of the most frequently used, since it allows us
to generate reliable predictivemodels from explanatory variables of dif-
ferent types (either continuous or discrete) and not necessarily having
normal distributions. Therefore it was selected as the multivariate sta-
tistical tool for mapping gully erosion susceptibility in the San Giorgio
River basin.
Logistic regression evaluates the probability (P) of an event occur-
rence by estimating the probability that a case will be classified into one
of two mutually exclusive categories as opposed to the other category of
the dependent dichotomous variable (Menard, 1995; Ohlmacher andFig. 4. GIS layer of the attribute “flow distance to river (FDavis, 2003). In this study the event occurrence is represented by the
presence of gullies within a mapping unit and the logistic regression is
exploited to predict a binary variable (Y) that could be equal to 1
(presence of gully) or 0 (absence of gullies).
The algorithm of logistic regression applies themaximum likelihood
technique to maximize the value of the log-likelihood (LL) function, in-
dicating the likelihood to obtain the observed values of Y, from the given
values of the independent variables and coefficients (Menard, 1995). LL
multiplied by −2, called negative log-likelihood, has approximately a
χ2 distribution. It can be used to evaluate the fitting of a logistic regres-
sion model to the observed data: smaller−2LL values indicate a better
fitting (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2000). The difference between the
value of −2LL computed for the model with only the intercept (D0)
and that for the full model (DM) can be used for a χ2 test of significance
of the regression coefficients (Ohlmacher and Davis, 2003; Akgün and
Türk, 2011); if the difference between D0 and DM is statistically signifi-
cant (p ≤ 0.05), a better prediction of P(Y = 1) is obtained for the inde-
pendent variables (Menard, 1995).
In this study, logistic regression analyses were performed by means
of the open source software TANAGRA (Rakotomalala, 2005), adopting a
forward stepwise strategy to select the explanatory variables. For both
types of considered mapping units, the first stage was the production
in ArcGIS of a datamatrix, where each row corresponds to an individual
case (i.e. a single grid cell or slope unit) while columnar data show the
values of the explanatory and response variables. In multivariate statis-
tical analysis it is desired that predictor variables share the same scale
(Nefeslioglu et al., 2008) and have the same range as the dependent var-
iable (Ripley, 1996). Therefore, the selected environmental attributes
were scaled between 0 and 1.
Despite the relatively large number (260) of gullies that were rec-
ognized in the studied area, only 2.38% of the cell units host a gully;
as a consequence, the 8949 grid cells mapped as “positive” provide a
quite low ratio of gully presence (1)/gully absence (0), when com-
pared to the total number (376,099) of cells in the area. Since a bal-
anced subdivision of positive and negative cases in the training
dataset is generally recommended (Nefeslioglu et al., 2008; Bai
et al., 2010), logistic regression analyses were performed byDR) network” generated for CLUs (a) and SLUs (b).
Table 3
Results of −2LL, model χ2 test and pseudo-R2 statistics computed for the regression
models calibrated using the learning samples of CLUs. d.f. = degree of freedom.
Samples −2LL Model chi2 test (LR) Pseudo-R2
Intercept Model χ2 d.f. P (Nχ2) Cox and
Snell's R2
Nagelkerke's R2
Acal 19,849.0 14,657.0 5192.0 15 0.0000 0.3041 0.4055
Bcal 19,849.0 14,683.3 5165.7 15 0.0000 0.3029 0.4038
Ccal 19,849.0 14,842.8 5006.1 15 0.0000 0.2951 0.3934
405C. Conoscenti et al. / Geomorphology 204 (2014) 399–411selecting groups of training cells, balanced in terms of positive and
negative cases. An equal distribution of presences and absences of
gullies was also used as the criterion for picking up training subsets
of slope units, even if, in this case, the presence/absence ratio from
the entire basin is not so far from 1 (158/195).
Since the acceptance of a predictivemodel requires the evaluation of
its robustness to small changes of the input data (i.e. data sensitivity),
gully erosion susceptibility models were prepared on three different
samples of mapping units for both CLUs and SLUs.
The learning subsets of CLUs were collected according to the follow-
ing two steps: 1) selection of first three samples (A, B and C) of 17,898
cells, each given by all the positive cases (8949 cells) and the same num-
ber of negative cases randomly collected, maintaining a minimum dis-
tance of 25 m between each other and from positive pixels to reduce
the effects of spatial auto-correlation; 2) random selection of 14,318
cells (80% of the first sample), equally distributed between positive and
negative cases. The cells not selected in the second step (3580 for each
of the first samples) were used to test the accuracy of the models. The
adopted strategy provided three training samples (Acal, Bcal and Ccal)
and three test samples (Aval, Bval and Cval). By applying a stratified
random selection strategy, imposing 50% of positive cases within
the subset, the 353 SLUs were split into three calibration datasets
(Dcal, Ecal and Fcal) and three validation datasets (Dval, Eval and Fval),
made up of 176 and 177 SLUs, respectively. Since the SLUs can be
considered as individual morphodynamically independent case
(Rotigliano et al., 2011, 2012), the three training sampleswere collected
without any spatial constraint.
By performing logistic regression analysis on the learning datasets,
three gully erosion susceptibility models were obtained for each of the
mapping unit types. The models fitting to the observed data was evalu-
ated by computing the values of the Cox and Snell and Nagelkerke
pseudo-R2 in addition to the statistic−2LL. The logistic regression com-
ponent of the software TANAGRA also provides the results of themodel
chi-square test, which allows for assessing the global significance of the
regression coefficients; the significance was also evaluated individually
for each independent variable incorporated in the model by means of
the Wald test.
The accuracy of logistic regression in modelling susceptibility to
gully erosion was evaluated by drawing, for each model, the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curves (Lasko et al., 2005) and by com-
puting the values of the area under the ROC Curve (AUC; Hanley and
McNeil, 1982). An ROC curve plots true positive rate TP (sensitivity)
against false positive rate FP (1 − specificity) for all possible cut-off
values; sensitivity is computed as the fraction of cells hosting gullies
that were correctly classified as susceptible, while specificity is derived
from the fraction of cells free of gullies that were correctly classified as
not-susceptible. The closer the ROC curve to the upper left corner
(AUC = 1), the higher the predictive performance of the model; a per-
fect discrimination between positive and negative cases produces an
AUC value equal to 1, while a value close to 0.5 indicates inaccuracy in
the model (Fawcett, 2006; Akgün and Türk, 2011). In relation to the
computedAUC value, Hosmer and Lemeshow(2000) classify a predictive
performance as acceptable (AUC N 0.7), excellent (AUC N 0.8) or out-
standing (AUC N 0.9). ROC curves were drawn both for the validation
(test) and calibration (training) datasets, in order to evaluate predictive
performances of the models and to further investigate their fit to the
training observations; moreover, the difference between apparent accu-
racy (on training data) and validated accuracy (on test data) indicates
the amount of overfitting (Märker et al., 2011).
3. Results
3.1. Cell unit (CLU) models
The fit of the regression models with data observed from the train-
ing subsets of cells (Acal, Bcal and Ccal) is quantitatively evaluated bythe −2LL and pseudo-R2 statistics, while the model chi-square test
shows the global significance of the regression coefficients. The values
of these parameters indicate a statistically significant fit of all the CLU
models with their training area (Table 3). Since the results are quite
similar for the three subsets of grid cells, the modelling approach dem-
onstrated to be robust when the learning dataset changes.
The data reported in Table 4 show the statistical significance of the
individual predictors that entered the three regression models. The for-
ward stepwise process, which was applied by setting a minimum prob-
ability of 0.01 for variable selection at each step, picked 15 attributes in
all the three learning environments. Among the 25 analysed physical
attributes, 18 entered at least one of the regression models, three
were incorporated in only two models and 12 were selected for the
three models; the latter 12 consist of all the continuous topographic
attributes other than elevation, in addition to south and north-east
slope aspects and clay. The Wald test addresses plan curvature and
the stream power index as the most significant independent variables
for the three samples, followed by clay and profile curvature that are
always above 100; the sign and magnitude of β coefficients indicate
concave (negative curvature) portions of slopes, characterized by
high erosive power of runoff (high SPI values) and by the outcrop-
ping of clays, as the sectors more frequently affected by gully erosion
processes.
The discrimination ability of the logistic regression models is re-
sumed by the classificationmatrix of Table 5, inwhich observed positive
and negative cells as well as predicted true/false positive and negative
cases are reported together with the results of percent correct for both
training and test areas (Märker et al., 2011). For the three samples
quite similar accuracy arises for both calibration and validation subsets
of cells; models show a slightly higher predictive ability for cells not
affected by gullies, compared to cells where gullies occur. Predictive
performance of themodelswas assessed also bymeans of a cut-off inde-
pendent technique, based on drawing ROC curves and computing AUC
values (Fig. 5a–c). The latter indicate excellent results (cf. Hosmer and
Lemeshow, 2000) for all themodels both in the training and test subsets
of cells; ROC curves are quite similar and, consequently, very small dif-
ferences of AUC values are observed. Since both the classificationmatrix
and AUC values indicate minor alterations of models as well as predic-
tive power between training and test areas, it can be concluded that
the modelling procedure carried out at the grid cell scale has not been
suffered from overfitting and the models demonstrated robustness to
changes of the learning samples.
3.2. Slope unit (SLU) models
Regression analysis carried out on the learning samples of the SLUs
(Dcal, Ecal and Fcal) provided three different susceptibility models. The
computed values of the parameters −2LL, pseudo-R2 and chi-square
(Table 6) indicate that the models fit to the spatial occurrence of gullies
in the training subsets with a statistical significance higher than 99%.
Nevertheless, compared with the case of CLUs, the goodness of fit of
the susceptibilitymodels seems to be less stable when the SLUs' learning
samples change. This is confirmed based on the individual predictors
that entered the three regressionmodels (Table 7), the forward stepwise
Table 4
β coefficients, Walt test values and their significance computed for the individual predictors that entered the three regression models trained using CLUs.
Independent variables Sample A Sample B Sample C
β coeff. Wald test Signif. β coeff. Wald test Signif. β coeff. Wald test Signif.
Clay LTL_clay 1.3141 147.70 0.0000 1.2897 145.42 0.0000 1.1846 129.37 0.0000
Conglomerate LTL_cong – – – – – – – – –
Gypsum LTL_gyps – – – – – – – – –
Sandstone LTL_sand – – – – – – – – –
Arable lands USE_arab – – – 0.2368 15.70 0.0001 – – –
Permanent crops USE_crop −0.3084 16.99 0.0000 – – – −0.4213 31.26 0.0000
Pastures USE_past – – – – – – – – –
Aspect N ASP_N – – – 0.3186 18.80 0.0000 0.2897 15.46 0.0001
Aspect NE ASP_NE 0.4938 77.64 0.0000 0.7038 149.10 0.0000 0.6866 141.93 0.0000
Aspect E ASP_E – – – 0.3317 25.24 0.0000 0.2071 10.04 0.0015
Aspect SE ASP_SE −0.2513 14.42 0.0001 – – – – – –
Aspect S ASP_S −0.5180 83.19 0.0000 −0.2911 25.28 0.0000 −0.4054 49.64 0.0000
Aspect SW ASP_SW – – – – – – – – –
Aspect W ASP_W −0.2997 10.59 0.0011 – – – – – –
Aspect NW ASP_NW – – – – – – – – –
Elevation ELE – – – – – – – – –
SLOPE angle STP −5.9556 94.51 0.0000 −5.4354 78.49 0.0000 −5.8642 94.17 0.0000
Plan curvature PLC −10.6405 864.07 0.0000 −10.6499 846.98 0.0000 −10.3383 824.29 0.0000
Profile curvature PRC −8.0140 130.57 0.0000 −8.4493 141.04 0.0000 −8.0181 129.76 0.0000
Stream power index SPI 10.8110 792.11 0.0000 10.2455 652.13 0.0000 10.7386 698.14 0.0000
Top. wetness Index TWI −9.6810 111.05 0.0000 −8.8070 91.87 0.0000 −10.1823 126.99 0.0000
LS Factor LSF −33.4370 110.47 0.0000 −28.6700 65.92 0.0000 −31.5047 76.75 0.0000
Top. position index TPI −1.8449 97.32 0.0000 −1.7730 89.61 0.0000 −1.8125 94.04 0.0000
Dist. from roads DFR 0.6482 34.11 0.0000 0.5599 26.06 0.0000 0.7023 41.24 0.0000
Flow dist. to river FDR −0.5737 14.64 0.0001 −0.6769 20.27 0.0000 −0.5181 11.99 0.0005
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the selection of the variables, picked up two, five and four predictors,
of which only two (FDR and ELE) entered at least two models. The max-
imumflowdistance to river, computedwithin the SLUs, demonstrated to
be the best and most significant predictor of the gully occurrence in the
training areas, as it is the only attribute included in all the models, in ad-
dition to reaching the highest value of theWald test in the learning sam-
ples D and F.
The classification matrix computed for the SLU regression models
(Table 8) indicates more enhanced differences of discrimination ability
compared with the CLU models. Values of percent correct are quite
diverse for the three unit samples and between the learning and valida-
tion subsets of the SLUs; moreover, the SLUmodels demonstrate better
accuracy in predicting positive cases than the CLU models.
The performances of the SLU models are acceptable to excellent
(cf. Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2000) according to AUC values
(Fig. 5d–f). Small differences of predictive skill are observed between
the training and test slope units for samples D and F, while quite diverse
AUC values are calculated for sample E of SLUs; these results, togetherTable 5
Observed positive and negative CLUs, predicted true/false positive and negative cases and perc
Observed cases Predicted cases
Sample Observed cases Percent correct
Calibration Validation Calibration
A Positive 7159 1790 73.4
Negative 7159 1790 77.7
Sum 14,318 3580 75.5
B Positive 7159 1790 73.2
Negative 7159 1790 77.8
Sum 14,318 3580 75.5
C Positive 7159 1790 72.6
Negative 7159 1790 77.9
Sum 14,318 3580 75.3with the classificationmatrix shown in Table 8, seem to indicate a prob-
lem of overfitting only for sample E.3.3. Susceptibility maps
The probability of gully occurrence for all the CLUs and SLUs of the
study area was computed by performing further logistic regression
analyses. Sample A of CLUs, which provided the highest apparent accu-
racy, was entirely used as the learning dataset to calculate new regres-
sion coefficients; these were transferred to ArcGIS for computing the
probability (P) of gully occurrence for all the CLUs. By using the whole
basin as the training area, Pwas calculated also for the SLUs, to generate
two gully erosion susceptibility maps with four susceptibility levels
(Fig. 6).
The fit of the susceptibility maps with the spatial distribution of
gullies was evaluated using ROC curves and AUC values (Fig. 7); both
the CLU- and SLU-based gully erosion susceptibility maps show an
excellent discriminating ability (AUC N 0.8).ent correct for both calibration and validation datasets.
Positive Negative
Validation Calibration Validation Calibration Validation
72.4 5254 1296 1905 494
78.2 1596 391 5563 1399
75.3 6850 1687 7468 1893
72.5 5240 1297 1919 493
76.6 1590 418 5569 1372
74.6 6830 1715 7488 1865
74.7 5201 1338 1958 452
76.6 1585 419 5574 1371
75.7 6786 1757 7532 1823
Fig. 5. ROC curves and AUC values of the CLU-based (a–c) and SLU-based (d–f) regression models.
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The adopted method allowed us to generate gully erosion suscepti-
bility maps that well reflect the spatial distribution of gullies within
the study area. The functional relationships between erosion processes
and a set of environmental attributes have been assessed by means of
forward stepwise logistic regression using three different training
samples of the CLUs and SLUs, and the predictive skill of the obtained
susceptibility models was tested.
The overall accuracy of the gully erosion susceptibility models, evalu-
ated in terms of ROC curves and AUC values (Fig. 5), is from acceptable to
excellent, but some differences arise between the CLU- and SLU-based
models when the stability of their performance to change in the learning
dataset is addressed. Tables 3 and 6 show that discrimination ability does
not suffer from the variation of the training CLUs, whereas regressionTable 6
Results of −2LL, Model χ2 test and pseudo-R2 statistics computed for the regression
models calibrated using the learning samples of SLUs. d.f = degree of freedom.
Samples −2LL Model χ2 test (LR) Psuedo-R2
Intercept Model χ2 d.f. P (Nχ2) Cox and
Snell's R2
Nagelkerke's
R2
Dcal 244.0 199.7 44.3 2 0.0000 0.2224 0.2965
Ecal 244.0 177.5 66.5 5 0.0000 0.3145 0.4193
Fcal 244.0 190.6 53.4 4 0.0000 0.2617 0.3490models trained using different learning samples of the SLUs demonstrate
variable accuracy. This observation is confirmed from Tables 5 and 8,
where values of percent correct, for both calibration and validation
datasets, differ according to the three SLU samples. Moreover, the
forward stepwise procedure indicates that the variables selected for the
SLU-based susceptibility models are quite different among samples D, E
and F. The reduced robustness of the SLU-based models with respect to
the CLU-based ones can be explained by the large difference in the
number of cases: 353 for the former and 17,898 for the latter. The rela-
tionship between the number of training and test SLUs and the stability
of the regression models were confirmed when different split percent-
ages of calibration/validation datasets were applied; for example, logistic
regression analysis on the SLUs by selecting the samepercentage of learn-
ing cases (80%) provided a more stable fitting (AUC = 0.810, 0.798 and
0.803) but enhanced instability of validated accuracy (AUC = 0.731,
0.819 and 0.763) compared to that of the CLUs. Moreover, to test the ro-
bustness of the CLU-basedmodels trained using samples of the same size
as the SLU samples, we carried out further logistic regression analyses on
the three CLU subsets, by randomly selecting 353 cases (158 presences
and 195 absences) fromeach of the three samples of 17,898 CLUs. The re-
sults showed the decreased predictive performance and stability of the
models for both calibration (AUC = 0.797, 0.847 and 0.796) and valida-
tion (AUC = 0.761, 0.803 and 0.799).
A relatively large number of input variableswere used in this research
to reproduce the spatial distribution of gullies: 20 topographic attributes
and seven variables corresponding to the classes of bedrock lithology and
land use. Some spatial correlations are expected between these variables:
Table 7
β coefficients, Walt test values and their significance computed for the individual predictors that entered the three regression models trained using SLUs.
Independent variables Sample D Sample E Sample F
β coeff. Wald test Signif. β coeff. Wald test Signif. β coeff. Wald test Signif.
Clay LTL_clay – – – – – – 6.3129 15.45 0.0001
Conglomerate LTL_cong – – – – – – – – –
Gypsum LTL_gyps – – – – – – – – –
Sandstone LTL_sand – – – – – – 5.3579 6.23 0.0126
Arable lands USE_arab – – – – – – – – –
Permanent crops USE_crop – – – – – – – – –
Pastures USE_past – – – – – – – – –
Aspect N ASP_N – – – −1.6774 3.77 0.0523 – – –
Aspect NE ASP_NE – – – – – – – – –
Aspect E ASP_E – – – – – – – – –
Aspect SE ASP_SE – – – – – – – – –
Aspect S ASP_S – – – – – – – – –
Aspect SW ASP_SW – – – – – – – – –
Aspect W ASP_W – – – – – – – – –
Aspect NW ASP_NW – – – – – – – – –
Elevation ELE −2.5051 7.06 0.0079 −2.6645 7.50 0.0062 – – –
Elevation range ELR – – – – – – – – –
Slope angle STP – – – −14.6399 15.73 0.0001 – – –
Plan curvature PLC – – – – – – – – –
Profile curvature PRC – – – – – – −4.2397 6.59 0.0103
Stream power index SPI – – – – – – – – –
Top. wetness Index TWI – – – −15.8756 18.59 0.0000 – – –
LS Factor LSF – – – – – – – – –
Top. position index TPI – – – – – – – – –
Road network length RNL – – – – – – – – –
Flow dist. to river FDR 5.8784 32.18 0.0000 5.0714 18.22 0.0000 4.8043 19.41 0.0000
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use;moreover, four of the topographic variables are secondary computed
by combining other topographic variables. However, because of the indi-
vidual implications of the input variables and the robustness of logistic re-
gression against auto-correlations (Mathew et al., 2009), we submitted
all the environmental attributes in Table 2 to the forward stepwise proce-
dure for building the models.
Tables 4 and 7 show the values of the β coefficient and the signifi-
cance of the independent variables that were selected by the forward
stepwise analysis, carried out on the CLUs and SLUs, respectively.
These tables indicate that continuous topographic attributes more
frequently contribute to the regression models particularly for the
CLU-based models for which all continuous topographic variables
except for elevation are always selected because of their high signifi-
cance. This agrees with De Oliveira (1990) and Meyer and Martínez-
Casasnovas (1999) in that gully distribution is mainly determined by
topographic factors. The β coefficients of curvature and the stream
power index demonstrate how gully erosion intensity increases with
runoff volume and convergence. However, our study also points to im-
portant relationships between gully occurrence and clay lithology in re-
lation to mechanical resistance to erosion.Table 8
Observed positive and negative SLUs, predicted true/false positive and negative cases and perc
Observed cases Predicted cases
Sample Observed cases Percent correct
Calibration Validation Calibration
D Positive 88 70 73.9
Negative 88 107 71.6
Sum 176 177 72.7
E Positive 88 70 76.1
Negative 88 107 72.7
Sum 176 177 74.4
F Positive 88 70 75.0
Negative 88 107 72.7
Sum 176 177 73.9The excellent predictive performance of both theCLU- and SLU-based
models (Fig. 7) confirmed that logistic regression is an effective tool for
erosion susceptibility analysis. Moreover, the results of the accuracy
tests demonstrated the reliability of the susceptibilitymaps from the ob-
jective and reproducible procedures.
This research also highlights that the SLUs can be adopted as ele-
mentary sample units for analysing gully erosion susceptibility, even if
further investigation is needed to improve the predictive performance
and robustness of themodels. The use of suchmapping units may over-
come the intrinsic limits of purely statistical approaches to a geomor-
phological issue. A cell unit approach, even with neighbourhood
statistics, does not take into account the landscape and hydrological
connectivity between pixels (Bracken and Croke, 2007). In this sense,
the SLUs could provide a better terrain partitioning since their bound-
aries coincide with natural limits of runoff. However, the adoption of
the SLUs may reduce the resolution of topography, when a single at-
tribute value is assigned to each spatial unit. These values are more
concentrated around their mean compared to those assigned to the
CLUs (Table 2), suggesting a loss of information and a potentialworsening
of thepredictive skill of themodels. This problemmaybe solvedby reduc-
ing the size of the SLUs.ent correct for both calibration and validation datasets.
Positive Negative
Validation Calibration Validation Calibration Validation
71.4 65 50 23 20
70.1 25 32 63 75
70.6 90 82 86 95
71.4 67 50 21 20
60.7 24 42 64 65
65.0 91 92 85 85
77.1 66 54 22 16
64.5 24 38 64 69
69.5 90 92 86 85
Fig. 6. CLU-based (a) and SLU-based (b) gully erosion susceptibility maps.
409C. Conoscenti et al. / Geomorphology 204 (2014) 399–411In conclusion, our study on the basin of the San Giorgio River has
shown that topographic attributes mainly control gully erosion and
thus determine the spatial distribution of gullies. Moreover, logistic
regression is found to be suitable for preparing reliable gully erosion
susceptibilitymaps. In addition, cell-basedmodels have a higher accura-
cy and robustness than those based on slope units. However, the latter
also have provided acceptable predictive skills, and it seems possible
to increase their performance if their drawbacks related to the loss of
topography are reduced.Fig. 7. ROC curves and AUC values of the CLU-based (a) aAcknowledgements
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